Behavioral Systems Theory suggests that observable behavior is embedded in a hierarchy. A CS elicits behavior because, after learning, it activates a pathway through this hierarchy. Much of Timberlake's body of work on Behavioral Systems Theory focuses on the conditions that support the conditioning of these pathways. Most notably, his work shows that the identity of the CS, US, and the CS-US interval all help support conditioning of the system. Here, we use recent experiments in the interval timing literature to motivate a Bayesian implementation of Behavioral Systems Theory. There is a probability distribution over possible pathways through the hierarchy, and the one that maximizes reinforcement is elicited. This probability distribution is conditioned on background information, like the CS-US interval and the animal's motivational state. Lower level actions of the hierarchy, like tracking prey, are conditioned on higher level goals, like the general search for food. Our implementation of Behavioral Systems Theory captures the essential features of Timberlake's verbal model; it acts as a glue, integrating sensory, timing, and decision mechanisms with observed behavior.
Introduction
Behavioral Systems Theory is a verbal model of animal performance in which an action is embedded in a systems hierarchy; pathways through the hierarchy that lead to a US are favored, and more easily elicited subsequently, because the US, like a reinforcement, adjusts the weights of those paths. The model is constrained by innate mechanisms, evolved over time and in response to the motivational needs of the animal: there are a fixed number of levels in the hierarchy, a fixed number of nodes at each level, and recognizably different types of reinforcement. The animal cycles through behavioral subsystems (predation, parenting, defense, etc.) based on its needs at any given time, for its entire life. Fig. 1 shows two example paths through Timberlake's behavioral systems. Both pathways are more likely to be active when the animal is motivated to eat. In the first, the heavy gray path, the animal has not yet found food, so the pathway through 'general search' mode is more active. In the second (black), the 'focal search' mode is more active. Both pathways end with tracking prey as the observed behavior. There are many such pathways through the hierarchy, and which one becomes active depends on both motivation and reinforcement history. Many models suggest that a stimulus elicits a response, Timberlake's account is that a stimulus elicits a pathway through the hierarchy. We just observe a single response.
As an example, Timberlake and Grant (1975) conditioned a CS that predicted a food US a short time later. For one group of rats, the CS was a wooden block; for the other group, the CS was another rat. After repeated pairings, both the wooden block and the rat-CS elicited behavior more than control conditions without CS-US pairings. But the rats with the wooden block CS bit it, and the rats with the rat CS groomed it. A behavioral systems theory account is that a rat-CS conditions grooming and affiliative pathways more easily than a wooden block does. And a wooden block elicits focal search pathways more easily than a rat does. Put another way, the identity of the CS helps set what can be conditioned by reinforcement (see Garcia and Koelling, 1966; Breland and Breland, 1961) . To Timberlake, the CS supports different conditioned behaviors, adjusted by evolution. Rats will learn to press an inserted lever easily because a lever resembles, in some small way, a prey item that darts in and out of the test environment (see Timberlake, 1983) . Anyone who watches a rat learn to press a lever knows that, as it learns, but before it has acquired stereotyped presses, it will sniff, jiggle, and bite the lever. During extinction, it will abandon its stereotyped pressing and sniff, jiggle, and bite the lever again. Similarly, a ball-bearing rolled into the chamber should support tracking via general search because it looks like a scurrying animal. Seeing another rat should elicit social behavior. But crucially, these behaviors are only reliably elicited by the CS after it has been paired with a US. They do not in general spontaneously occur, or at least are not sustained, without some kind of reinforcement.
A number of Timberlake's publications have focused on the conditions that support stimulus-elicited behavior (i.e., conditioning), and one condition in particular -the time intervals between the CSs and the US -interests us here. In one example, Timberlake et al. (1982) trained two groups of rats that a ball-bearing CS predicted a food US. The ball-bearing should support activation of the predatory subsystem (Timberlake, 1983) , particularly the general and focal search modes of behavior. The CS-US interval in the two groups differed, 2 s in one group, and 6 s in the other (both relatively short intervals for the interval timing community). They found the rats with the shorter CS-US interval went directly to the food cup, and nosepoked into it. Rats with the longer CS-US interval focused on the ball bearing for a few seconds before moving to the food cup, often grabbing the ball-bearing and bringing it with them. The behavioral systems account is that short CS-US time intervals support focal search of the upcoming food, and that longer CS-US time intervals support general search for food leading to chasing and handling the prey. A second experiment found similar results (Silva and Timberlake, 1997) .
In another experiment, a food pellet fell into a food cup 10-min into a 20-min session. A CS was placed immediately before it so that it coterminated with the delivery of the pellet. After initial conditioning, six additional CSs were presented in each trial, equally spaced throughout the 20 min session (three before and three after the paired CS). These were not paired with a US. In the last phase, 19 unpaired CSs were presented, again equally spaced throughout the 20 min session (Timberlake, 2000) . There were three groups of rats, each with a different CS: a ball-bearing, an inserted lever, and a light. A rat will chase a CS ball-bearing (Timberlake et al., 1982) , press and gnaw at an inserted lever as a CS, and rear and approach a light CS. Timberlake and his students tracked the behavior elicited at each CS presentation.
The first result of note is that the elicited behavior to the three CSs peaked at different times throughout the 20-min session. The lightelicited responses were highest near the time of food, although the response distribution was diffuse and asymmetrical (response rates were higher before the food than after); the rats chased the ball-bearing at a high rate, the highest of all the CS-elicited behaviors, regardless of the time relative to food. Only the inserted-lever CS elicited typical timing behavior. Rats ramped up how much they contacted the lever as the time to food approached. After the food, they did not touch the lever again until the next trial. Timberlake's behavioral systems theory accounts for the result by suggesting that the conditioning that a CS supports is a joint function of the behavioral mode in the hierarchy the CS can support, and the CS-US interval.
The second result of note is that the number of CS presentations did not control the strength of the CR (and nearly any associative model suggests they must; see Gottlieb, 2008; Gottlieb and Rescorla, 2010) . Contact with the light was highest when it was only presented once (phase 1), then decreased with the number of stimuli shown. But ballbearing contacts and lever contacts did not decrease with the number of unreinforced pairings.
Timberlake's datasets are, we believe, his challenge to the timing community. Timberlake's Behavioral Systems Theory at the same time questions established beliefs about how the pairings of CSs with USs control the strength of the CR, and separately questions why the CS-US interval should shape these three behaviors in three different yet orderly and systematic ways. Behavioral Systems Theory forces us to treat different CSs that convey the exact same temporal information differently. Far from being a single stand-alone experiment, Timberlake has consistently produced experiments, stemming from Behavioral Systems Theory, that challenge the timing community in this way.
Timberlake's challenge to the timing community
The key challenge the timing community faces is to help answer how the CS-US relationship interacts with timing mechanisms to condition a hierarchical behavioral system. Chief among these efforts is to answer why different CS-US intervals elicit different behaviors to the same US (Silva and Timberlake, 1997) , and why different CSs elicit different behaviors to the same interval (Timberlake, 2000) . Further, in keeping with the spirit of both Timberlake's view and numerous experiments, the model should capture the idea that behavior is elicited by a stimulus.
Here we attempt to answer these questions. To do so, we sketch a decision-making model that takes (among other things) timing information as input and outputs an active pathway in the hierarchical behavioral system. Our model is that animals make inferences about the likelihood of various reinforcements that satisfy their motivational needs, and integrate those inferences with a value function over the possible pathways in the behavioral hierarchy. Time is inserted into the model as a mechanism that gives more plausible inferences about what reinforcements are mostly likely.
This model preserves what we believe to be the most important feature of Behavioral Systems Theory, namely, the balance between activating abstract plans like "focal search" and lower-level action commands like "track". Reinforcement does not select responses, it biases a pathway through the systems hierarchy. Subsequent stimulus presentation do not simply call up that same pathway, it calls up the pathway that maximizes value, which may differ slightly from the reinforced one (e.g., Daw et al., 2011) . In this way, it allows behavioral flexibility given the same behavioral subsystem. There is more than one way to capture prey, and more than one way to press a lever.
To motivate our implementation of Behavioral Systems Theory, we describe some results in both hierarchical reinforcement learning and temporal decision-making.
Hierarchical reinforcement learning
A trip to the slot machines in Vegas requires us to decide in which Fig. 1 . In Timberlake's Behavioral Systems Theory, a single behavior elicited by a stimulus is embedded in a hierarchy. The schematic here shows two pathways through the hierarchy that lead to the same observed behavior (tracking prey). In the first, the rat tracks prey because it is in general search mode, and it tracks prey in the second case because it is in focal search mode. In our implementation of Behavioral Systems Theory, there is a probability distribution over all possible pathways, with lower levels conditioned on higher levels in the hierarchy. Background information, like the identity of the CS, US, or the CS-US interval, comes in as priors that bias the pathway that is ultimately selected. The decimals displayed in the figure show examples of how the probability of the observed action propagates through the hierarchy. In this case, the rat ultimately tracks its prey as a focal search for food. casino to enter, and in which slot machine in that casino to put our money. Maybe we learn through experience that Casino A tends to pay out more than Casino B, even though, on any given occasion, the slot machine we choose in Casino A may be poor. The reinforcement earned from each pull of the slot machine should update one's value of both that slot machine and the casino, simultaneously.
Even though the reinforcement came from a single play of the slot machine, there are two prediction errors -one for the slot machine, and one for the casino. Diuk and colleagues (2013) found that participant's behavior suggested they knew both the casino's value and the value of the slot machines in that casino, and more importantly, the brain (the ventral striatum and VTA) seemed to separately encode these two predictions errors.
Standard heirarchical reinforcement learning models posit hierarchical goals. An external reinforcement like food is obtained after achieving the high level goal, and an internal pseudo-reinforcement is obtained for accomplishing a subgoal (Botvinick, 2012; Sutton et al., 1999; Dietterich, 2000) . For example, a delivery truck may be paid upon delivery of the item to a house, but the driver must first pick up the package from the facility (Ribas-Fernandes et al., 2011) . Picking up the package from the facility does not, in itself, lead to payment, but it is a necessary subgoal toward it. In this case, the driver knows what the subgoals are, and might use traditional reinforcement learning to learn the actions necessary to obtain the pseudo-reinforcement associated with it. To look for these pseudo-reinforcements, Ribas-Fernandez and colleagues (2011) ran an experiment based on this delivery truck analogy. As the participant maneuvered the delivery truck with a joystick to pick up the package, the package sometimes abruptly jumped to a new location, causing a pseudo-reinforcement prediction error. RibasFernandez and colleagues found that the anterior cingulate cortex and habenula reflected the size of the negative prediction error (when the package jumped to a farther location), and weak evidence that the nucleus accumbens reflected the size of positive prediction error. This suggested to them that pseudo-reinforcements could be used to train hierarchical action plans. In this way, hierarchical reinforcement learning allows animals to learn both abstract high-level goals and implement them in lower-level action plans.
Because reinforcement learning uses a similar learning mechanism as the Rescorla-Wagner model -they both use the idea of a prediction error and a linear operator rule -it is tempting to use it to implement Timberlake's Behavioral Systems Theory, too. We avoid this because Timberlake's own experiments have shown that the stimulus-elicited behavior can be unrelated to the reinforcer used to condition it. A rat can be conditioned with a food reinforcer to chase a ball-bearing or groom another rat (Timberlake and Grant, 1975; Timberlake et al., 1982) , but neither of these behaviors lead to the food reinforcement used to condition them. Any implementation of Behavioral Systems Theory needs a way for the properties of the stimulus and reinforcement to support conditioning of a particular path through the systems hierarchy in such a way that the elicited behaviors are not necesssarily in the service of obtaining that reinforcement.
The hierarchical reinforcement community has studied how an agent should divide a task into its goals and subgoals. In the delivery experiment, the driver knew to pick up the package from the facility because it is in the job description, but animals typically are not given explicit task instructions with the requisite subgoals explained to them. Participants could learn useful subgoals that "carve the task at its joints" (Botvinick, 2012, p. 959) . To do this, they showed participants a series of images whose order of presentation was governed by an underlying transition matrix between the images that generated three clusters of images often seen near each other (Schapiro et al., 2013) . A few of the items acted like critical nodes in a network that transitioned the participant between clusters. These are the environment's joints, similar to how a highway, the critical node, gives access to local neighborhoods, the clusters. Without prompting, most of the participants recognized that these nodes were special, suggesting to Shapiro and her colleagues that participants learn subgoals by learning the nodes in the structure of the task that give participants access to new clusters of states or actions in the task space. In this way, the number of levels in the hierarchy is learned through experience of the task. In Timberlake's verbal model of Behavioral Systems, the hierarchy is fixed by evolution because the needs of the animal -predation, defense, mating, etc. -were fixed by evolution. Our implementation of the Behavioral Systems model preserves a fixed hierarchy for this reason. But we note that this is in general not the optimal hierarchy for any individual problem (Solway et al., 2014) . A reasonable definition of the optimal hierarchy may be the hierarchy that maximizes reinforcement in the most compact way, that is, the one that minimizes the information cost required to store and use a particular hierarchy. Solway showed that the optimal hierarchy finds exactly those special nodes of the task structure described above, the ones that carve the task at its joints. Despite this, we use a fixed hierarchy for two reasons. First, we are not confident that Solway's analysis extends to classical conditioning, or to situations in which the animal has competing motivational needs that require qualitatively different reinforcement types. Second, it may be that evolution decided on a fixed hierarchy precisely because it works across many environments with fixed information cost. Nevertheless, our model below is in many ways most similar to a particular class of hierarchical reinforcement learning models (see van Dijk et al., 2011; van Dijk and Polani, 2011) .
Reinforcement learning models suggest that participants choose a high level goal, and then choose sugboals that lead to it. Hierarchical reinforcement learning balances high level action plans with low level ones, and in doing so, overcomes some limitations of traditional reinforcement learning. Most notably, it helps protect against the curse of dimensionality -the fact that, as the space of possible states of the environment and possible actions is large, reinforcement learning algorithms need an unreasonably large number of training trials. For example, participants decided in what casino, and then at what slot machine, to invest. The choice of a low-level action (the slot machine) is conditioned on first choosing a casino as a high level action. Put another way, the high level choice constrains the possible actions to choose from at the levels below it; the participant cannot walk into Casino A and play one of Casino B's slot machines. In reinforcement learning models, the behavioral pathway through the hierarchy is implemented sequentially.
As far as we can tell, there is no such constraint in stimulus-elicited behavior. It is equally valid to view the pathway through the Behavioral Systems hierarchy as either (1) a series of sequential decisions that lead to a final low level action or (2) a single action defined with respect to a behavioral hierarchy. Open to either possibility, our model below is not a sequential decision-making model, but still constrains the final behavior of the animal, conditioned on the module, mode, and subsystem in the Behavioral Systems hierarchy. The second way that hierarchical reinforcement learning models protect against the curse of dimensionality is by allowing the same subgoal to be used for more than one higher goal. This is already built into Timberlake's verbal model, and thus our implementation of it below. For example, animals can track prey in either the general or focal search modes (see Fig. 1 ).
Temporal decision-making
We view timing behavior as the output of a two-stage process that first learns the time interval and then decides how to act based on it (Freestone and Church, 2016) . This view has been primarily driven by a few recent papers suggesting that humans, rats, and mice optimize their reinforcement rate on temporal decision-making tasks (Balci et al., 2009 Freestone et al., 2015) ; and when the parameters of the task change, mice adjust their behavior quickly, often before they miss a single food pellet (Kheifets and Gallistel, 2012) .
Most of these experiments use the Switch task (Balci et al., 2008) , in which animals learn to switch from one option to another over time in D.M. Freestone and F. Balcı Behavioural Processes xxx (xxxx) xxxx order to 'catch' the food pellet. On some trials, food pellets are delivered after a short interval like 3 s for the first lever press or nosepoke in one location. On the other trials, food pellets are delivered for the first press or nosepoke at the another location after a long interval, like 6 s. There is no discriminative stimulus indicating what trial type it is, so animals begin at the short location and then switch to the long location, usually after the short trial interval elapses without food. Over phases, we can manipulate the time intervals (Balci et al., 2008; Freestone et al., 2019b) , reinforcement magnitudes, probabilities (Balci et al., 2009; Kheifets and Gallistel, 2012) , and external variability in the food delivery times (Kheifets et al., 2017; Freestone et al., 2019a) .
There is an optimal time to switch on this task, the time that balances errors against payoffs, given by Statistical Decision Theory (Wald, 1950; Blackwell and Girshick, 1979) . Animals can optimize reinforcement if they choose an appropriate response distribution. On the Switch task, the switch times are normally distributed with two parameters, a mean μ and a coefficient of variation γ = σ/μ. The response distribution parameterized by a normal distribution determines the types of errors (and gains) the animal is likely to make. In this case, there are four possible outcomes (Hit, Miss, False Alarm, and Correct Rejection), reducing a continuous-time Statistical Decision Theory problem to Signal Detection Theory (Green and Swets, 1966) . Consider the short trial as the signal distribution, and a hit is when the animal stays long enough on the short side to catch the reinforcement on short trials. A correct rejection is when it switches in time to catch the reinforcement on long trials.
The decision the animal faces is to choose an appropriate response distribution, in this case by choosing the mean and variability of its switch times. That is, the rat seeks the solution to
where r is the reward, θ is the parameter vector for the response distribution (e.g., μ and γ), p(r|θ, I) gives the probability of the reward given the response distribution and the task parameters I, and v r ( ) gives the value of the reinforcement to the animal (for example, a simple power-law relationship may set = v r kr ( ) α ; see Stevens, 1961) . Discretizing this into the four possible outcomes gives a signal detection theory solution.
In our early work with humans and mice (and later replicated in rats), we assumed the coefficient of variation was fixed for an animal, and conditioned on this, there is an optimal (reinforcement maximizing) relationship between the mean and the coefficient of variation: animals with higher variability should have a lower mean, which is exactly what we observed (Balci et al., 2009) . We showed a similar result in the Differential Reinforcement of Low Rates task (Gür et al., 2019a; Freestone et al., 2015; Çavdaroğlu et al., 2014) .
When the probability of a short trial changes, mice react quickly, often before a single food pellet is missed (Kheifets and Gallistel, 2012) , suggesting the mice are not using a reinforcement learning or hillclimbing strategy to adjust their behavior. If trained on the short and long trials separately with a discriminative stimulus, mice will show switch behavior on the first trial that the discriminative stimulus is removed (Tosun et al., 2016; Gür et al., 2019b) , suggesting that the switch behaviour itself is not what is strengthened or reinforced. When the intervals are adjusted to make the discrimination harder (e.g., a 4 vs 12 s discrimination becomes a 4 vs 8 s discrimination), rats and mice will lower their variability, increasing their precision (Kheifets et al., 2017; Ferrara et al., 1997; Freestone et al., 2019b) , suggesting the animals have some control over the variability of their response distribution and wield that control when doing so improves performance. Lastly, when external variability is added to the short and long intervals (so that they are drawn randomly each trial from a normal distribution), rats and mice on average do not adjust their switch time distribution, although many mice again decrease their variability (Kheifets et al., 2017; Freestone et al., 2019a).
Models that store in memory a single estimate of a time interval combine internal measurement error (noise in the timing mechanism) with variability in the times presented to the animal. Models with a simple transformation from these stored estimates predict more variable timing behavior. That we see, if anything, a decrease in behavioral variability suggests mice can separate internal measurement error and external variability, and that their switch response is governed in part by the internal measurement error. These findings -(i) that animals will quickly adjust their performance to maximize reinforcement rate, (ii) they can adjust their timing variability, and (iii) they separate internal and external sources of variability -suggests to us a two-stage model where a robust timing mechanism feeds into a statistical decisionmaking mechanism. The decision-making mechanism could be implemented in a number of different ways, including a drift-diffusion style mechanism Balci and Simen, 2016, 2014) .
The timing mechanism should allow for adjustable precision, separated from external variability. We suspect there are many models that fit within these constraints (including the possibility that the adjustable precision resides in the decision-mechanism), but a simple conceptual starting place is information theory. Here, the brain transmits timing information to nearby neurons via a neural code whose coding precision sets the uncertainty of the signal. Information is measured (in bits) as how precise the signal needs to be to reduce timing uncertainty to zero. This allows us to consider a probability distribution over the true time given the neural signal and its encoding precision: p(t|τ, γ). Rate-distortion theory (Sims, 2016; Marzen and DeDeo, 2017) or Kullback-Leibler divergences (Alexandre et al., 2019) provide a mathematically precise way for the brain to set and adjust its timing precision based on the task.
Another reason to prefer a probabilistic treatment of the timing mechanism is that it provides the framework for a probabilistic behavioral systems hierarchy that feeds into statistical decision theory.
Timescale invariance
Weber's law for interval timing (Gibbon, 1977) , is that the standard deviation with which we respond at a time interval scales linearly with that interval such that the coefficient of variation is constant, σ/μ = γ. A stronger form of the scalar property, timescale invariance, is often visible when the time axis for these behaviors is normalized by the interval (e.g., divide all the timestamped events of a 10 s CS-US interval by 10, and all the timestamped events of a 100 s CS-US interval by 100 s), the response distributions completely overlap, suggesting that the same pattern of behaviors are simply stretched out in time based on the CS-US interval.
In one experiment, Silva and Timberlake (1998) trained rats on a long interval filled with clock CSs (light CSs that flashed faster with each presentation approaching the food). They measured behaviors, classified as general search, focal search, postfood focal search, and food consumption/handling, and found that general and focal search behavior scaled with the interval, but that postfood behaviors were in their words time bound; they always occurred at roughly the same times since the previous food delivery.
From this, Silva and Timberlake argue that the behavioral modes are timescale invariant, all except food handling/consumption, which takes a fixed amount of absolute time (Others have shown that it may be related to meal size and the time it takes to prepare it; Krebs et al., 1977) . As far as we know, there is no evidence in favor of or against timescale invariance in subsystems other than predatory, like defense or mating.
If true, it suggests that the brain's interval timing mechanism may feed into the behavioral systems hierarchy to support conditioning. Models of interval timing account for timescale invariance in different ways: the clock rate is set by motivation and the reinforcement rate (Killeen and Fetterman, 1988; Machado, 1997) , storing intervals in memory is noisy (Gibbon et al., 1984) , decision processes are noisy D.M. Freestone and F. Balcı Behavioural Processes xxx (xxxx) xxxx (Guilhardi et al., 2007) , or that it comes from balanced excitation and inhibition in neural populations . The information theoretic view we take here can produce timescale invariant behavior by using a floating-point coding scheme (Gallistel, 2018) .
Hierarchical behavioral systems
Behavioral systems theory posits a fixed number of levels in a behavioral hierarchy, and a fixed number of nodes within each level. This gives the animal a flexible but limited repertoire of behaviors. Our implementation of behavioral systems theory further assumes that animals want to maximize their reinforcement, although it would seem natural to extend this to maximizing total future reinforcement (Sutton and Barto, 1998) . Reinforcement can come from many sources, each of which satisfy a basic need for the animal, e.g., eating, drinking, mating, socializing, etc. These basic needs form Timberlake's top level subsystem of the behavioral systems hierarchy. If all reinforcements were worth the same, maximizing reinforcement in the long run would reduce to choosing the pathway through the hierarchy that is most consistent with reinforcement.
Let the state of the rat in its environment be described by the joint distribution p(r, θ, I), where r is a reinforcement (food, sex, social reinforcement, etc.), θ is a pathway through the hierarchy, and I is task relevant information obtained through learning or the sensory system, information like identity of the CS, US, and the CS-US interval. This probability can be decomposed into a set of conditional probabilities = p r θ I p r θ I p θ I p I ( , , ) ( | , ) ( | ) ( ) the probability of reinforcement r given the pathway and background information, the probability of the pathway given background information, and the prior probability of background information. The parameter vector θ gives the levels and nodes in the systems hierarchy, the subsystem (s), mode (m), module (d) and the action (a): θ = {s, m, d, a}. This joint probability could be partitioned into a set of conditional probabilities a number of ways. The probability of having two brown eyes is the same regardless of which eye we check first. But the order is crucial for us here. There is little point in performing a focal search for food if the animal is in a mating subsystem. The joint distribution over θ is decomposed into sets of conditional probabilities where the lower levels of the hierarchy are conditioned on the levels above it
It is exactly this feature that allows our implementation of Behavioral systems theory to balance a motivational goal with a lowerlevel action: it has the potential to elicit in our rat many different actions consistent with the module, many different modules consistent with the mode, many different modes consistent with the subsystem, a subsystem consistent with the animal's motivational state M, and all consistent with background information I from its environment.
Timing information is injected into the hierarchy through background information I. We suggest that the animal computes the probability distribution over the possible reinforcement times in its environment, contingent on the time markers in its environment, e.g., CS onset or termination. For example, if a rat is motivated to eat, p (M = eat) is high. If food is nearby, p(food|τ, γ) is also high. Together, these bias the systems hierarchy (θ) toward the predatory system. In this way, a pathway can still be active at the wrong time, provided there is enough motivation for it: A very hungry rat may still search for food even if it has learned food is unlikely to be close.
Motivation also biases time perception: p(I) ∝ p(t|τ, γ, M)p(M). This allows motivation to adjust an animal's precision (Kheifets et al., 2017; Freestone et al., 2019b) , or its interval estimate. At present, we suppose that changes to the mean of an animal's timed behavior -for example earlier start times on a Peak procedure or similar (Balci et al., 2010a p(r, θ, I ) or the value function (see Freestone and Church, 2010; Taylor et al., 2007) .
While the value function may be of any form, a reasonable starting place may be Steven's power law (Stevens, 1961) : = v r ( ) kr α , where α may further be some function of motivation, energy constraints, etc. The pathway through the hierarchy -leading to the action ultimately observed -is the pathway that maximizes reinforcement for the animal, θ*, computed using statistical decision theory, although Rate-distortion (Sims, 2016; Marzen and DeDeo, 2017) or the Kullback-Leibler divergence (Alexandre et al., 2019) provide similar ways of integrating information theoretic probability distributions with value functions.
Reinforcement is used in the Reinforcement Learning sense and is different from a US. A reinforcement is an event that has value to the animal and fulfills one of its basic needs. In this way, a food US is both a stimulus conveying information to the animal (and comes in as I), and a food reinforcement (and comes in as r). The animal seeks to maximize reinforcement, not US presentations. This is needed to explain why a rat will groom a rat-CS more after it has been paired with a food-US. Using statistical decision theory, the value of a particular pathway is computed across all reinforcements, that is, by integrating them out
Learning the pathways that lead to reinforcement is accomplished by solving the inverse inference problem, namely, by updating p(θ, I|r) which can be computed using Bayes' theorem.
Explanation of results
The three findings we seek to explain with our model are: (1) elicited behavior sometimes matches the CS (e.g., rats groom a rat-CS even if the US is food; Timberlake and Grant, 1975) and sometimes matches the US (the way pigeons peck a key is related to the upcoming US; Jenkins and Moore, 1973) ; (2) the same stimulus can elicit different behaviors depending on the CS-US interval (Silva and Timberlake, 1997; Timberlake, 2000) ; and (3) the response rate or elicitation probability does not (always) depend on the number of CS-US pairings (Gottlieb, 2008; Gottlieb and Rescorla, 2010; Timberlake, 2000) .
Timberlake's accounts of elicited behavior usually appeals to how external factors bias the behavioral system. Our model preserves that feature by claiming that external factors enter into the model through background information I. This information sets the conditions for biasing the pathways through the behavioral hierarchy, p(θ|I). In this way, our implementation of Behavioral Systems Theory is not a model of reinforcement learning, CS identification, or timing -even though our choice of model was informed by the timing literature described above.
An important feature of our model is that it attempts to describe stimulus elicited behavior, not the value of actions. The active pathways are described by the joint function p(r, θ, I) rather than the first term in its decomposition, p(r|θ, I). When a CS turns on, information about the CS and the US come in through the background information I. With a lever-CS, treated like a small prey item to a rat, the two likely reinforcements are both food: the lever-as-food and the upcoming food-US it predicts. After integrating over the possible reinforcements, a hierarchical pathway through the predatory system directed at the lever is more valuable. With a rat-CS, the background information is that the CS is a rat and that its presence may reduce the time to a social reinforcement. The two likely reinforcements are thus social and food. After integrating over the possible reinforcements, a hierarchical pathway through an affiliative system directed toward the rat-CS is more valuable. This is another reason why our model is not a simple rehash of already successful hierarchical reinforcement learning models mentioned above. Behavior is elicited by a CS, and that behavior need not be directed toward the US. Reinforcements invigorate each other (e.g., Sheffield and Campbell, 1954; Niv et al., 2007) .
The second of Timberlake's results -the same stimulus can elicit different behaviors depending on their relative time to food -is explained again with respect to learning the background information, I. At the time of CS onset, which is all we are interested in here, the animal computes the probability distribution over possible reinforcement times given its encoding τ, precision γ, and reinforcements r ∈ R. Far from the food US, the probability of a food reinforcement is low, so the active pathways favor general search by chasing the ball-bearing. Close to food, the probability of food reinforcement is high, so the active pathway shifts to focal search in the food cup.
Timing information can be injected into the systems hierarchy by assuming an information theoretic code for communicating timing information, which naturally gives rise to a probability distribution for time that can bias pathways through the behavioral system. Other timing models are in principle consistent with the Behavioral Systems model we describe here, provided they output not a response or an association, but a way of biasing the active pathway through the hierarchy. This bias need not be based on probabilities, but it is the most natural input to our model.
The third of Timberlake's results -the response rate or elicitation probability does not (always) depend on the number of CS-US pairings -is easiest to explain. Our model is not an associative model (e.g., Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) , nor does it rely on the cached value of actions (e.g., Sutton and Barto, 1998) . We do not use reinforcement to increase or decrease weights between nodes in a connectionist network. Instead, we draw on probabilistic inference and information theory, which suggest that the number of training trials do not influence the response rate (Ward et al., 2013; Balsam and Gallistel, 2009; Gallistel and Balsam, 2014) .
In general, formulating Behavioral Systems Theory as probabilistic inference allows us to ask more general questions about the modes (or modules, or subsystem) that the CS elicits. Given the joint probability distribution p(r, θ, I), the probability that a stimulus elicits behavioral mode m is just the marginal distribution for m, conditioned on all the levels above it, and averaged over all the layers beneath.
Our implementation of Behavioral Systems Theory makes no predictions or claims about response rate. Most models do not. Scalar expectancy theory is silent on the issue altogether, except to output whether the animal is in a low or high response state (Gibbon et al., 1984; Church et al., 1994) . Most associative models also do not directly model response rate either, and instead suggest that response rate is some linear (or at least monotonic) function of reinforcement rate (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972; Killeen and Fetterman, 1988; Machado, 1997) . Similarly, a modular theory of learning and performance (Guilhardi et al., 2007) outputs a response tendency metric that feeds into a response module that emits packets of a few responses at a time, each with Wald-distributed interresponse times. The parameters of their Wald distribution were obtained by fitting previous experiments, rather than on theoretical grounds. Niv's response vigor model suggests that animals make two decisions, first what action to make and second how long to maintain the action (Niv et al., 2006b (Niv et al., ,a, 2007 . As soon as that action is finished, the animal decides on another action, and again for how long. It could decide to repeat the action (or persist at it for a longer duration), which increases response rate. The reinforcement rate, and motivation in general, helps set how long an action lasts. We see the appeal of both Modular Theory's packet of responses and Niv's 'how long' decision.
Psychological and neurobiological plausibility
The plausibility of this model rests on a brain's ability to assign probabilities and conditional probabilities to events, and to transmit information via a compressed neural code. This hypothesis has been heavily studied in psychology and neuroscience for over half a century (Attneave, 1954; Barlow, 1961; Miller, 1956; Hick, 1952) , and forms a core thread in the neuroscience community as a unified theory of both brain structure and function (Doya et al., 2011; Rieke et al., 1999; Sterling and Laughlin, 2017) . Although not without its critics, this view has lived up to scrutiny and analysis. Brains can in principle implement Bayes theorem (Darlington et al., 2018; Knill and Pouget, 2004; Ma et al., 2006; Pouget et al., 2013) and a spike train can be viewed transmitting a compressed (and lossy) information theoretic code (Qian and Zhang, 2019) . Area V1 seems to adjust its orientation tuning curves to fit the prior distribution of angles in its environment (Girshick et al., 2011; Goris et al., 2015) . And in timing tasks, animals take into account the prior probability of intervals they are likely to see (Jazayeri and Shadlen, 2010; Shi et al., 2013) . With the exception of a floating-point representation for timing information (Gallistel, 2018 ) -which, as far as we know, does not always implement an efficient code -we believe that very little in our model would be controversial to this large community (although it may be controversial to some outside it).
Fitting the model to data
Timberlake's verbal model of Behavioral Systems Theory acts as a module whose input is external information about the CS and the USincluding their identities and when they occur in time -and whose output is an action defined with respect to a systems hierarchy. In this way, Timberlake's model acts as a glue that connects sensory mechanisms to stimulus-elicited behavior. This means that our implementation of the model should in principle be fit to data, provided a specification describing how sensory information is translated into probability, and provided the right kind of data are collected. We have spent considerable space in this paper describing why we believe that background information should enter as prior information into a Bayesian hierarchical system.
Collecting the right kind of data is a harder problem. In most classical conditioning experiments, data about a single CR is collected, e.g., a head-entry or key-peck. And in most operant chambers, this is all that can be collected. Timberlake's lab has collected data primarily using food USs that condition behaviors with up to three CSs and a few time intervals. Because our model uses hierarchical probabilities, it is in principle possible to fit the parts of the model for which we do have data, and drop the parts of the model for which we do not. For example, Timberlake assumes in most of his experiments that the animal is in a predatory subsystem when they enter the chamber, removing the need to fit parameters in any other subsystem. When only a few types of behaviors are measured, we can remove the others from the action level of the hierarchy, and the probabilities renormalize to fill the space of behaviors we did measure. Modern fitting tools like the Stan programming language (Carpenter et al., 2017 ) make short work of hierarchical models with many parameters, including hidden Markov models of the form we described here.
Conclusion
Here we described one possible implementation of Timberlake's Behavioral Systems Theory. We took special care to stay as close to Timberlake's verbal model as possible because we see considerable value in it. Otherwise, our model was primarily informed by our recent work on interval timing and decision-making mechanisms in both rats and mice. This pushed us to consider a model in which an information theoretic code transmits timing information throughout the brain, which can be described by a probability distribution for time intervals that, because of the code used, obeys Weber's Law. Our previous work suggested to us that the probability distribution for time intervals is then fed into statistical decision theory that leads to an animal's response distribution. To model a systems hierarchy, this same general apparatus -statistical decision theory that operates on a distribution over possible responses -was simply expanded to a distribution over a hierarchical behavioral system.
The features we hoped to retain from Timberlake's verbal model were (1) it balances high level goals with low level actions, giving the animal the flexibility to choose many behaviors consistent with a single goal; (2) that information about the CS, US, and the time between them supports the conditioning of particular behaviors over others; and (3) modularity: even though we try to give specifics about how background information could bias the systems hierarchy, we explicitly noted in several places where other mechanisms may do the job just as well. That is, we tried to retain Timberlake's openness toward models, allowing for a modular approach where many models could be tested without any change to our implementation to Behavioral Systems Theory.
